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A fund of funds (FoF) simply put is a pooled investment
vehicle that invests in other funds, also referred to as
unit trusts. These FoF’s can comprise of single-asset
funds, like an equity only fund, or multi-asset funds,
such as balanced funds. Both advisers and investors can
reap the benefits of a FoF by choosing it as their holistic
or core portfolio solution.

In today’s time there is a vast array of funds available to investors, subsequently the
role of due diligence in portfolio construction is becoming more important. The large
number of funds available makes it nearly impossible for a single financial adviser to
perform due diligence and research on each individual fund while still having
sufficient time to focus on their core competencies. In a FoF there is a dedicated fund
manager who can examine funds and select the ones that they think will be most
appropriate to achieve the fund targets. The due diligence and research process
constitute an added layer of governance and expertise which makes a FoF more
attractive for both the investor and financial adviser alike.

The financial markets are continuously changing and with this your optimal portfolio
asset allocation changes over time. What appeared to be a good investment strategy 5
years ago may now be delivering sub-optimal returns. This is where another benefit of
a fund of funds comes into play. The financial adviser no longer has to worry about
constantly monitoring, rebalancing, and adapting their client’s portfolios over time
because that is all done by the FoF manager. A FoF can make changes to their
underlying holdings at a fund level which means that there is no need for the adviser’s
usual admin-intensive process of getting switch forms signed by their client.

Another benefit of the fund-level changes is that they do not trigger capital gains
taxes. If an adviser were to change their client’s portfolio holdings, the client would
have to incur the expense of capital gain tax on each fund that is worth more at the
time of the sale than it was when it was purchased. The capital gains taxes incurred
erode the investor’s returns which may make a financial adviser hesitant to
rebalance or adjust their client’s portfolios even if the current portfolio is not in its
most optimal state. Since capital gains taxes are not applicable when adjusting the
holdings of a FoF, the fund manager has the freedom to make optimal fund
allocation decisions on a continuous basis without worrying about incurring
additional costs for the investor. Although diversification can be achieved by
investing in a variety of funds, switching in and out of these funds will result in
capital gains tax implications for an investor.
Diversification of an investor’s portfolio is paramount to controlling risk. Another
popular option in order to obtain diversification is a multi-asset fund, however this
comes with its own risk namely single-manager risk. A FoF eliminates this risk by
allowing an investor to gain access to diverse asset classes and well as multiple fund
managers. By investing in a multi-asset fund, you are relying on a single fund
manager to be an expert on each asset class, which in reality is highly unlikely. If a
FoF invests in various single-asset funds, the investor can gain access to a variety of
managers who specialize in managing each asset class. Overall, a FoF provides an
investor with a range of diversification benefits which could ultimately lower their
portfolio’s risk.
Whether you are an investor or a financial adviser investing in a FoF comes with a
host of benefits. FoF’s appear to be the way forward in providing investors and
advisers with a dynamic and holistic solution to portfolio management.

